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Abstract
This paper introduces a database to aid with
the specific tasks of product teardown and
redesign. The database contains entry fields for
relevant data, such as physical parameters,
function details, connectivity, and failure modes
and effects analysis. The initial creation of the
database was to assist with a reverse
engineering and product benchmarking project
for automotive applications. This particular
project’s motivation was to reduce the mass of
the headlight module; the physical parameters
were recorded with this in mind. The function
data fields were structured so that the user was
forced to follow a predefined terminology, thus
diminishing inconsistency between users.
Failure Modes Effects Analysis (FMEA) was
implemented into the teardown procedure to
elicit novel concepts and to force the user to pay
attention to detail during the teardown.
Evolution of the relational table structure of the
database made it more robust, thus providing
more valuable data comparisons. The database
has also been implemented in a university class
to provide a teaching mechanism for reverse
engineering and redesign.
Keywords: database, reverse engineering,
benchmarking, product teardown

This can be attributed to three areas:
technological, economic, and political[1]. Two
motivations identified for reverse engineering is
to benchmark competitor products to ensure that
best practices are maintained and to recreate the
design rationale used to design legacy products
where there is a lack of documentation.
However, most documented reverse engineering
methods have been targeted at software
problems, which typically deal with the task of
understanding legacy programs (e.g.[2,3]),
while little attention has been given to hardware
applications. With the global market place of
today, companies are turning more and more to
reverse engineering practices [1]. As a result,
some reverse engineering methods are starting
to emerge[4], providing a general overview of
the process. Specifically, reverse engineering
and product teardown are increasingly being
used as a teaching tool for mechanical
engineering [5-8].
This paper describes a reverse engineering
database that was originally developed to
support two industry sponsored research
projects and has been restructured to support
reverse engineering in an undergraduate
mechanical engineering course. The paper
begins with a discussion on the database and
concludes with the lessons learned with respect
to integration as a support tool for coursework.

Introduction
Motivation
The popularity of reverse engineering methods
is growing due to the changes of the global
economy. Methods for reverse engineering are
starting to emerge to satisfy this demand.
However, there are still gaps within these
toolsets that remain unfilled. It is apparent that
the practice of reverse engineering in some form
has been conducted in industry for a long time.
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While conducting a reverse engineering and
benchmarking project of automotive parts it
became clear that the teardown process needed
streamlined. The initial procedure consisted of
a series of teardown documents that were filled
out for each individual assembly/component [9].
Each form contained data pertaining to each
9

individual assembly and component. However,
when the teardown was completed, postprocessing the data into comparative reports was
difficult with the current hard copy approach.
This required manual extraction of the data from
each teardown sheet. Once the pertinent data
was extracted it was reentered (or copied) into
spreadsheets to calculate mass per function and
other comparative queries. It was determined
that something needed to be developed to assist
with the teardown procedure.
In this paper, a database tool is offered to aid
with product teardown and experimentation as a
step in the reverse engineering and redesign
method [4]. Outlined are the details of the
database as it was created with the specific
application of the reverse engineering and
benchmarking
project
for
automotive
applications (headlight modules and seats), and
the ensuing evolution of the database.
Justification is given for the reasoning behind
the structure of the database teardown forms, as
well as the data fields contained within the
forms.
Data Entry
It was decided that an electronic database be
created in order to efficiently document and
subsequently manage the desired data for a
reverse engineering product teardown. The
implementation of an electronic aid is targeted
to allow the teardown process to be carried out
in a more effective an efficient manner [10].
When creating the database, it was elected to
provide a teardown sheet for every
assembly/component contained within the
system, this done to aid with understanding the
product, and as a possible guide for reassembly
of the product[9].
Each teardown sheet
contained data fields for all relevant
information. The first generation database
teardown form design was based on the data
template for disassembly and experimentation
[9]. As the project progressed, the teardown
forms continued to expand in order to
accommodate additional information that was
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not originally foreseen to be of value, such as:
part type (assembly/component), and failure
modes and effects analysis. The first generation
database version contained data fields that were
either text fields or number fields. Specifying
the data types in the fields helped restrict data
from being entered incorrectly [11]. The last
version of the first generation database teardown
sheet can be seen in Figure 1, this version has
expanded dramatically over the data template
for disassembly and experimentation [9]. Most
of the data fields have expanded, but still
continue to be formatted as text and number
fields; there were some implementation of some
pull-down menus where applicable.
Table 1 contains specification for all data
fields contained with the teardown form.
However, some fields show need for
modification and or implementation of pull
down menus to help eliminate inconsistency
between engineers conducting the teardowns in
the future. For example, function details are
prone to inconsistency between engineers due to
varying vocabulary.
A problem that arose when entering data into
the teardown sheets was inconsistency in some
of the text fields. Since there are typically
multiple individuals conducting the teardowns,
it should be expected that there could be some
inconsistency in the manner each individual
identified certain details. The most troublesome
fields were those of the function classes; each
teardown sheet contains three fields that identify
the primary, secondary, and tertiary functions of
each subassembly and component. Consistently
identifying functions can be difficult especially
when dealing with multiple persons. Therefore,
when beginning the project it was decided that a
predefined function vocabulary would be used,
this is detailed in Table 2 [12]. This still
allowed
some
inconsistency
between
individuals. In order to compensate for this
inconsistency the function fields were separated
into two parts; the first consisting of function
class, and the second function details.
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Figure 1: 1st Generation Teardown Forms.
The function class fields are structured so as to
utilize a pull down menu; thus compelling the
users conducting the teardown to identify one of
the eight defined function classes: branch,
channel, connect, control magnitude, convert,
provision, signal, and support[12]. Figure 2
shows an example of the function section of the
teardown form. This particular form is that of a
headlight module high-beam reflector. This
example illustrates that the tertiary function of
the high-beam reflector is to increase light
intensity of light emitted from the high-beam
light module, which is categorized under the
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control magnitude function class. Since there
are many underlying functions of each headlight
module it is difficult to group the components
based on functionality. Therefore, by identifying
the function class allows each component to be
grouped in a more manageable fashion. Not
only does the addition of the pull down menu
create more consistent function records, it also
streamlines the data entry, thus saving time;
based on anecdotal experience with the database
on nine products in two domains (6 headlights,
2 seats).
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Table 1: Data Field Details.
Field Name:
Part Number
Part Name
Quantity
Engineer
Part Type
Date
# of Components
Component Manufacturer
Manufacturer Part #
Picture
Possible Mass Reduction Areas
General Comments
Rough Physical Dimensions
Mass

Data
Type:
Text
Text
Number
Pull down
Pull Down
Date/Time
Number
Text
Text
OLE
object
Text
Text
Text
Number

Description:
number based upon numbering method
short descriptive part name
number of duplicate assemblies or components
user whom conducted documentation of given assembly/ component
designates whether the part is an assembly, component, or hardware
day teardown occurred
number of components that make up a given assembly
original component manufacturer if applicable
original component part number
pictures taken of assembly/component during teardown

initial hypothesis of potential mass reduction ideas
interesting comments that could be of potential use
any relevant physical dimensions
mass of assembly/component in grams (g)
percent mass of the assembly/component with respect to the assembly it is
% Mass of Subassembly
Number
part of, if applicable
percent mass of the assembly/component with respect to the complete
% Mass of Assembly
Number
assembly
Material
Text
material the component is
Finish / Color
Text
finish or color of component
Manufacturing Process
Text
manufacturing process used to produce the assembly/component
Function Class3
Pull Down function definition class
Function Details3
Text
details specifying the function using vocabulary from [12]
brief description of steps required to remove assembly/component form
Disassembly Procedure
Text
overall assembly
Tools Used
Text
listing of all tools required to remove assembly/component
Time of Disassembly
Number
amount of time required to remove given assembly/component
type of connection given assembly/component has to another
20
Connection Type
Pull Down
assembly/component
part number and part name of assembly/component in which the given
Connected to
Text
assembly/component is connect to
Assembly/Component20
QTY. 20
Number
number of a certain connection type the given assembly/component has
brief description of any potentially hazardous neighboring
Proximity
Text
assemblies/components
Failure Mode3
Text
potential type of failure
Effects of Failure3
Text
potential effects of a given failure
Current Control3
Text
design variables
Severity3
Number
numeric rank of the severity of effects from potential failure
Likelihood of Failure3
Number
numeric rank of the chance of potential failure mode of happening
numeric rank of the chance of detecting potential failure mode prior to
Likelihood of Detection3
Number
failure
* Note: Superscript denotes the number of times a field is repeated in the teardown form
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Table 2: Function Vocabulary [12].
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Figure 2: Function Example for Headlight Module High-Beam Reflector.
Other fields that were modified into pull down
menus include: engineer, part type, and
connection type. The engineer field is a text
field that documents which individual
conducted the teardown for that particular
assembly or component; this also imposes
accountability on the engineer for that particular
teardown. Forcing ownership, helps insures that
care is given and quality work is being done.
Formatting the field as a pull down menu helps
save the engineer valuable time throughout the
teardown, by not having to redundantly type his
or her name several number of times. Another
field that incorporates the use of a pull down
menu is that of the connection type. Twelve
different options for connection type are
identified, these include: ball joint, electrical,
fuse, glue, hinge, interference, press, screw,
slide, snap, twist, and weld. There is also
twenty entries for connections on each teardown
form, the reason for such large number of these
fields is to accommodate certain assemblies or
components that may be connected to a variety
of different components, and have multiple
connections to a single component. An example
of which is seen in Figure 3. The pull down
menu provides a reliable method of cataloguing
all possible connections a component might
have.
Special attention is given to the
connections because of the importance of
generating connectivity charts, and parallel
function models.

An additional data field that incorporates the
pull down menu is that of part type. The part
type field was one of the last additions made to
the first generation database teardown forms,
and was created for post processing purposes.
The part type field has two pull down options:
assembly, and component. Since a teardown
form is created for each assembly, as well as
each component contained within each
assembly; it is necessary to distinguish between
the two possibilities. For instance if the sum of
masses for a certain function class were to be
calculated, a query could be made that only
sums components that fit into that function class
so as not to redundantly calculate a component
contained within an assembly. The pull down
menu eliminates any typing error that may
result, and thus eliminates any possibility that a
components mass is not included.

14
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The last version of the first generation
database teardown form includes a section for
failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA)[13].
Each form contains data fields for three failure
modes, with consequent fields detailing the
effects of failure, and current control, as seen in
Figure 4. Each failure mode is then analyzed
and given a ranking for severity, likelihood of
failure, and likelihood of detection. Conducting
FMEA on each assembly and component during
the teardown procedure, introduces a new
method of performing FMEA, which is
historically done after teardown was completed.

Figure 3: Teardown Form Connection Section.
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Figure 4: Failure Modes and Effects Analysis Section.
Performing FMEA during the teardown allows
for a more clear analysis, given that all relative
data of the component being scrutinized is fresh
in the mind of the engineer rather than rehashed
information. Further, experience with using the
FMEA section of the database suggest that it
helps focus the engineer’s attention to the
details, thus helping to develop a better
technical picture of the assembly/component
being analyzed.
Post Processing
Summaries:
The motivation for creating the database was
to reduce the time required for teardown, and
post teardown data analysis. Prior to creation of
the database after a teardown was completed all
summary documents were created manually by
extracting data from each individual teardown
sheet. Even though this was a rather remedial
task to perform, it inevitably took valuable time
that could be better spent on further evaluation.

to serve as a means of populating the tables, as
well as summary documents for each
assembly/component. An advantage of the
database is the ability to extract a variety of
information at any given time. For instance a
bill of materials (BOM) is automatically
populated as the teardown proceeds.
An
example of an extraction of a BOM can be seen
in Figure 5. This type of procedure is also of
benefit when acquiring summary statistics
regarding entities such as: material, function,
and manufacturing processes.
The time
required to generate each of these summary
tables is roughly the same amount of time it
would takes to enter information of one
assembly or component manually. An added
benefit of the database is that when each of
these tables is generated the software package
provides the option of sorting descending or
ascending. Rather than sorting through each
teardown form manually, which is quite
cumbersome; the database allows for automatic
identification.
Queries:

When initially creating the database, tables
were created for each individual headlight
module that contains data fields for all
information collected from the teardown
procedure. Teardown forms were then created

While
when it
the real
Queries
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the database provides a convenience
comes to generating summary tables,
power lies within the query function.
allow the user to retrieve, change, add

Figure 5: Generic BOM Extraction from a Headlight Module Teardown.
to, and analyze data from one or more tables or
queries, in response to user defined criteria.
One particular method used is to identify
redundant functions, for instance a query is
created that searches through all the teardown
forms for duplicate function details. If any are
identified it may be possible to eliminate
components completely in the redesign of the
system. Another advantage the queries provide
is the ability to sort and calculate desired values.
Figure 6 shows a table of the summation
ofmasses of components with respect to each
components primary function. The query
identifies only components not assemblies, from
the teardown forms, grouping them according to
primary function and then summing the masses.

Figure 6: Function Class Mass Summary.
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Discussion
The initial project from which the motivation
for the database tooling support for product
teardowns stemmed was that of a headlight
module reverse engineering and redesign
project.
The project consisted of reverse
engineering six headlight modules and five car
seat modules as found in multiple vehicles from
multiple manufacturers, the emphasis being on
reducing the overall mass. It was quickly found
that a significant amount of time could be saved
if the redundancy of data reentry could be
eliminated, as well as create a way to
automatically
perform
the
necessary
calculations. Calculations of interest include:
summation of weights with regard to function,
material, and manufacturing process. Queries
were particularly versatile when identifying
possible mass reduction on a function level.
This allowed for quick recognition of which
function contributes the most to the overall mass
of the headlight modules. The same method is
used with respect to material instead of function.
Determining the amount of mass due a given
material could and did lead to a material change
to reduce the overall mass of the headlight
module. Also of interest was the identification
17

of the largest component weight contributors.
Given that the primary objective of the project is
to reduce mass of the headlight or car seat
modules it is favorable to identify the primary
mass contributors to the overall assembly.
Second Generation
Evolution of the database has occurred since
the initial lightweight headlight module reverse
engineering project was concluded. The second
generation of the database contains similar data
fields, but now uses a more robust underlying
relational schema. An entity relationship (ER)
diagram of the second generation database can
be seen in Figure 7. The relational structure of
the second generation database allows for cross
model comparison.
This allows users to
compare the aforementioned summary tables
such as primary function class, material,
manufacturing process, etc. across models. This
of course can be done manually, but requires a
substantial amount of time. The automatic
comparison is useful for benchmarking
purposes, to elicit best practices. This was one
of the primary weaknesses of the first
generation database.

It has been documented that increasing handson engineering/redesign in design classes leads
to substantial improvements in course
ratings[8]. Therefore, the second generation
database is currently being utilized in a project
for a Design for CAM/Design for Manufacture
course at Clemson University. The project
consists of reverse engineering a small
consumer product (electric drill, blender, mixer,
or knife), with redesign emphasis placed on
manufacturing/functional considerations. The
second generation is structured in such a way
that teardown data can be entered for all of the
four consumer products into the same database.
This allows for cross comparison over the entire
range of products, or comparison for strictly one
product.
Student experience with using this database in
two sections of the course (Fall 2005 and Spring
2007) suggests that the emphasis on complete
documentation of the product tear down was
critical to the successful understanding of how
the different consumer products function.

Figure 7: Second Generation ER Diagram.
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Specific comments from the students include:
•

“While the database was tedious, it was
useful to force me to look at all interactions
in the knife. We were able to tie functions
to components to understand different
possible failures.” (Fall 2005)

•

“I would suggest teaching this database
sooner in the class – use it for the design for
assembly project.” (Spring 2007)

•

“We used the FMEA section to see where
we can improve the design. I mentioned this
on an interview and they loved it!” (Spring
2007)

While these comments, and others, are
anecdotal, it appears that the students recognize
this tool as useful in the coursework. Further
integration of this database (and subsequent
evolutions) are being considered for additional
courses in the undergraduate curriculum.
Future Work
Even though the creation of the database has
aided in the analysis and identification of mass
reduction potential, many possibilities still exist.
Failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA) is a
tool used to predict every possible failure mode
of a product, and effects that failure mode
presents. An FMEA query is to be created that
calculates risk for each teardown form and sorts
the results in an ascending order. Historically
FMEA has been conducted to determine
problematic areas that may need redesigned to
resist failure. However, a unique approach is
being used for this particular circumstance;
instead of looking for problematic areas, overly
safe areas are targeted. This allows recognition
of areas where possible mass reduction could
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occur without compromising the dependability
of the headlight module.
A reason the
connection portion of the teardown forms
provide such a detailed level is to aid in the
creation of a connectivity model of each
headlight module. At the present moment this is
done manually, an example of which can be
seen in Figure 8, but is a quite burdensome
task, since there can be numerous components
in a complete assembly. It is a goal to
automatically generate this connectivity model
from the teardown forms. If it can be done it
would aid in the systematic analysis of the
product module. For example if a certain
component were to be modified in order to
reduce the mass, one could easily see what other
components would also have to be modified to
accommodate the original change.
In
accordance with the connectivity graph and the
component function fields, current work is
being done to generate a function structure[14].
This paper demonstrates that design tools and
computational aids developed in the course of
engineering research efforts can be successfully
integrated in the undergraduate curriculum.
Important implications from this are that:
1. students are exposed to cutting edge
engineering tools and applications,
2. faculty can use the introduction of these
tools in the classroom as a validation
testbed,
3. students can provide invaluable feedback to
the tool developers with respect to usability,
and
4. student learning can be enhanced through
the same type of project work that they will
experience in industry.
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Figure 8: Connectivity Graph for a Headlight Module.
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